Eighty six (51 mild-moderate, and 35 severe) keratoconic patients were recruited in this study. Kmax, TCT, and PE were recorded using Scheimpflug camera system. In order to distinguish mild-moderate KC group from severe KC group, receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were generated and areas under the curves were calculated for all parameters. The cut off points for Kmax, TCT and PE were calculated and sensitivity and specificity, positive likelihood ratio (LR+), and negative likelihood ratio (LR-) for these cut off points were also calculated. Results: Between the severe KC and mild-moderate KC, the most discriminating parameter was Kmax (AUC = 0.913), followed by TCT (AUC = 0.848) and PE (AUC = 0.566). The cut off value was 66.70 D for Kmax with a sensitivity of 88.6% and a specificity of 78.4%. The cut off value was 359.50 µm for TCT with a sensitivity of 80.0% and a specificity of 74.5%. And the cut off value of PE was 171.50 µm with a sensitivity of 54.3% and a specificity of 62.7%. When KC became severe the diagnostic efficiency of characteristic parameters decreased from the Kmax, TCT to PE. Conclusion: In our study, ROC curve analyses indicated that Kmax and TCT were the most important measurements with Pentacam in progression from mild-moderate to severe keratoconus.
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Gereç ve Yöntemler: Bu çalışmaya 86 (51 hafif-orta ve 35 şiddetli) keratoconus hastası dahil edildi. Scheimpflug kamera sistemi kullanılarak Kmax, TCT, ve PE ölçümleri kaydedildi. Hafif-orta KC grubuna şiddetli KC grubundan ayırt etmek üzere bu parametrelerin hepsi için receiver operating characteristic (ROC) eğrileri oluşturuldu.

Sonuç: Hafif-orta keratoconusun hafif-orta-ortadaki seviyeli kornea topografisinde değerlendirilmesi ile Pentacam ile Kmax ve TCT ölçümünün en önemli ölçümler olduğunu gösterdi.

Anahtar Kelimeler: Keratoconus; kornea topografisi

Keratoconus (KC) is a non-inflammatory disease characterised by progressive corneal thinning and ectasia of the central or paracentral region. These corneal changes result in reduced visual acuity because
of irregular astigmatism in the early stages of the disease and severe visual loss can occur as a result of corneal scarring in the later stages of disease. The prevalence of the disease is 0.2-2.3% of the population. Keratoconus is mostly bilateral disease. The frequency of unilateral cases is ranging from 0.5-16%. The incidence of unilateral cases varies depending on examination techniques. As more advanced techniques used for examination, such as Scheimpflug imaging, more bilateral cases will be detected. There are many classification criteria of keratoconus. These classification systems use different parameters for grouping severity. Amsler–Krumeich classification has the highest correlation with other classifications.

Keratoconus is the most useful tool for the detection and progression monitoring of KC. The Scheimpflug rotating camera measures the curvature and elevation of the anterior and posterior corneal surface as well as pachymetry with high reproducibility and repeatability.

Some researchers evaluated compound indicators, such as KC percentage index KISA % (Keratomy, Inferior-superior dioptric asymmetry, Skew percentage, Astigmatism), corneal thickness spatial profile etc. for detection of KC. However, neither these indicators are sufficient for differentiating adjacent KC stages nor monitoring KC progression.

In this study, the diagnosing efficiency of main corneal topography parameters for differentiating adjacent Scheimpflug camera-derived Amsler Krumeich stages (mild-moderate keratoconus and severe keratoconus) was investigated.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

We examined the medical records of total 86 patients with keratoconus, retrospectively. The research followed the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. All patients had given written informed consent before their examinations. Patients with corneal scar, previous eye surgery, macular disease, optic nerve disease, corneal dystrophies and degenerations were excluded from the study. A diagnosis of keratoconus had been determined by cornea specialists using slitlamp biomicroscopy examination (Vogt’s stria or Fleischer ring consistent with keratoconus, etc.) and corneal topography parameters (increased area of corneal power surrounded by concentric areas of decreasing power, inferosuperior power asymmetry, or skewing of the steepest radial axes above and below the horizontal meridian etc.). All patients underwent clinical evaluation and testing with Pentacam™ corneal topography (Oculus, Wetzlar, Germany). The measurement results were accepted under the quality specification window (quality specification QS reads OK). Maximum keratometry readings (Kmax), pachymetry at the thinnest point of the cornea (TCT), and posterior elevation (PE) were recorded using Scheimpflug camera system.

For posterior corneal elevation measurements a best fit sphere (BFS) was used as a reference surface by using the float option over 9 mm fit. Posterior elevation at the thinnest point of the cornea, where ectasia was more prominent, was recorded. Patients were subgrouped to Amsler-Krumeich keratoconus classification using pentacam software. Keratoconus grading designated as Stage I, Stage I-II, Stage II, Stage II-III, Stage III, Stage III-IV, Stage IV. In order to make comparison of patients with adequate numbers, we divided the patients into two groups as mild-moderate keratoconus (keratoconus stage ≤III) and severe keratoconus (keratoconus stage >III).

Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS software version 15. The variables were investigated using visual (histogram, probability plots) and analytical methods (Shapiro-Wilk’s test) to determine whether or not they are normally distributed. Descriptive analyses were presented using means and standard deviations for normally distributed variables (Kmax, TCT, and PE). A p-value of less than 0.05 was considered to show a statistically significant result.

We compared Kmax, TCT and PE values between two groups. Box plot figures were employed to compare the distribution of Kmax, TCT, and PE values in mild-moderate KC group, and in severe KC group.
In order to discriminate mild-moderate KC group from severe KC group, receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were generated and areas under the curves (AUC) were calculated for all parameters. Cutoff points for Kmax, TCT and PE and sensitivity and specificity, positive likelihood ratio (LR+), and negative likelihood ratio (LR-) for these cut off points were also calculated.

RESULTS
A total of 86 keratoconic eyes were examined with Scheimpflug camera system. There were 51 patients (59.30%) in mild-moderate keratoconus group (group I) and 35 patients (40.70%) in severe keratoconus group (group II).

The mean ages were 26.35±11.66 (range 13-53) and 29.26±11.60 (range 14-63) years for the group I and II, respectively. There was no difference between the groups in relation to age of patients (p=0.72, student’s t-test).

The male /female ratio was 27/24 in group I (mild-moderate keratoconus group), and 25/10 in group II (severe keratoconus group). There was no difference in relation to gender between the groups (p=0.08, Chi-square).

The mean Kmax value was 59.87±8.44 in mild-moderate KC group and 81.80±14.81 in severe KC group. The box plot graphic of Kmax was presented in Figure 1.

The mean thinnest corneal thickness was 397.14±59.75 µm (ranged from 259.00 to 496.00) in mild-moderate KC group and 285.14±94.38 µm (ranged from 115.00 to 484.00) in severe KC group. The box plot graphic of TCT was presented in Figure 2.

The mean PE value was 164±72.30 and 180.00±74.90 in mild-moderate and severe group respectively. The box plot graphic of PE was presented in Figure 3.

Comparison of Pentacam parameters between the groups are presented in Table 1.

To discriminate severe keratoconus from mild-moderate keratoconus, the diagnostic efficiencies
of all parameters (Kmax, TCT, and PE) were significant (all AUC ≥0.500).

The diagnostic efficiency of these parameters decreased orderly from Kmax, TCT and PE. Between the severe keratoconus and mild-moderate keratoconus stages, the most discriminating parameter was Kmax (AUC = 0.913), followed by thinnest CT (AUC = 0.848) and PE (AUC = 0.566) (Table 2) (Figure 4, 5).

The cut off value was 66.70 D for Kmax with a sensitivity of 88.6% and a specificity of 78.4%. The cutoff value was 359.50 µm for TCT with a sensitivity of 80.0% and a specificity of 74.5%. And the cut off value of PE was 171.50 µm with a sensitivity of 54.3% and a specificity of 62.7%.

**DISCUSSION**

Keratoconus is a progressive ectasia of the cornea and Pentacam Scheimflug corneal topography is one of the most commonly used devices to monitor progression of corneal ectasia. There have been several clinical reports about topography for progression of keratoconus. Some researchers investigated compound indicators, such as the keratoconus percentage index KISA%, corneal thickness spatial profile and percentage thickness increase.

The purpose of this study was to determine the sensitivity and specificity of Kmax, TCT and PE data in discriminating Pentacam-derived Amsler-Krumeich stage (mild-moderate KC group from severe KC group). We chose basic parameters rather than compound parameters so that the keratoconus developing course can be easily understood and the findings can be conveniently applied to daily clinical practice.

Previously, several authors evaluated changes of keratoconus at different stages. In a study by Du...
et al. between the subclinical and moderate stages, diagnostic efficiency of Pentacam indices decreased orderly from posterior elevation, anterior elevation, anterior Kmax and posterior Kmax. In their report, between the two adjacent stages (subclinical and moderate stages), the most characteristic index was PE (AUC=0.988), with a sensitivity of 95% and a specificity 92.7%. When KC became severe, the diagnostic efficiency of characteristic indices changed from the anterior Kmax, posterior Kmax, anterior SimKm, anterior Kmin to PE in decreasing order (all AUC> 0.9).16

These results were consisted with our findings. In our study, all AUCs of the main parameters were larger than 0.5 for comparison of severe KC and mild-moderate KC. But the Kmax (AUC=0.913) showed the highest discriminating capacity. This means that, the cornea protruded to a wider range with disease progression. As KC progressed diagnostic efficiency of PE values (AUC = 0.566) declined compared to other parameters.

Naderan et al. reported that TCT is the most important and also the most sensitive and specific parameter for distinguishing all stages of KC severity classification. Sensitivity of TCT was 0.806, 0.792 and 0.851, and specificity was 0.767, 0.745 and 0.811 for Amsler- Krumeich quartile.20

However, Flynn et al. reported that corneal thickness was the second efficient diagnostic index for the subclinical KC stage (AUC=0.852). The diagnostic value of corneal thickness was high in the subclinical stage, but declined when KC became moderate. They reported AUC values of ROC curve for severe vs moderate KC eyes as 0.795.16 In our study TCT (AUC = 0.848) was also second highest diagnostic Pentacam derived parameter for differentiating mild-moderate KC from severe KC. During the progression from moderate keratoconus to severe keratoconus, accompanied with the thinning of cornea, the diagnostic value increased in anterior curvature readings. These changes indicated that when keratoconus progressed to severe stage, the cornea appeared entirely protruding.

In conclusion, Kmax, posterior elevation and thinnest pachymetry values appear to be the most critical components in the diagnosis and follow up of keratoconus patients. These data describe the precision of important topographic measures with Pentacam in mild-moderate and severe keratoconus. In our study, ROC curve analyses indicated that Kmax and TCT were the most important measures with Pentacam in disease progression from mild-moderate to severe keratoconus. These data will help clinicians to more accurately identify topographic progression of keratoconus.
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